REFORM OF A/C

TOTAL A/C SYSTEM

1) EFFICIENCY

2) COMFORT
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

IT CONTROLS TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY SIMULTANEOUSLY
WHY IS “KUNNEICCC” SUPERIOR

NO FILTER NEEDED
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

NO REHEAT NEEDED
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

NO DUCT CLEANING NEEDED
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

NO SICK HOUSES
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

AHU “EXTINGUISH” BACTERIA, POLENS, DUST, SMOKE, AND “FOREIGN” MATTERS IN THE AIR
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

NO MAINTENANCE
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

IT CAN BE INSTALLED TO ANY A/C SYSTEM
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

REDUCES A/C RUNNING TIME 30% -- 50%
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR
HELPS THOSE SUFFERING ARTHRITIS, ASTMA, ALLERGIES, ETC.
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

ONE SINGLE SYSTEM ----- REPLACES ALL RESIDENTIAL UNITS ----- 2THRU 5 TONS.
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR FACTORY TO CONTRACTORS DIRECTLY, NO DISTRIBUTORS.
WHY IS “KUNNE ICC” SUPERIOR

“KUNNE ICC” IS FOR RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION.
COMFORT INDEX = T + RH / 2

The Kunne ICC system monitors and controls both interior air temperature and humidity to maintain peak comfort zone.
SELECT COMFORT LEVEL – COF.IND

JUST TURN THE KNOB, YOU CAN SELECT YOUR COMFORT ZONE.
YOU CAN SELECT APPLICATION

SELECT COMBINATION T / RH
COMFORT INDEX

TURNING THE KNOB, WILL GET YOU THE DESIRED COMFORT INDEX.
How TO INCREASE SOLAR POWER

“A” CONVENTIONAL T-STAT RUNS 60% CHARGING BATTERIES 40%

“B” KUNNE ICC RUNS 40 % OF THE TIME, CHARGING BATTERIES 60 %
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

THIS PATENTED CONCEPT OFFERED FOR

$550,000,000.00
BUSINESS PROFILE 2012 -- 2022
DOMESTIC MARKET, USA ONLY
THE END